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: Rietveld refinement based on single crystal data (Rwp = 0.0552) for a sample synthesized at 7 GPa and 750 °C, containing 50% La21P40O46N57 and 50% LiPN2; atom positions were not refined and atomic displacement parameters were kept equal for same atom types except for N52/O52 (same ADP as La11); observed data (Mo-Kα1 radiation) are indicated by a black dots, calculated data by a red line and the difference plot by a blue line; reflection markers for both phases at the bottom. Figure S2 : Rietveld refinement based on single crystal data (Rwp = 0.0572) for a sample synthesized at 9 GPa and 950 °C, containing 88% La21P40O46N57 and 12% LiPN2; atom positions were not refined and atomic displacement parameters were kept equal for same atom types except for N52/O52 (same ADP as La11); observed data (using Cu-Kα1 radiation) are indicated by a black dots, calculated data by a red line and the difference plot by a blue line; reflection markers for both phases at the bottom. Table S1 : Results of TEM-EDX point measurements of crystals of the title compound given in at.%. The results from single-crystal diffraction data are given for comparison (magenta) . The crystal used for synchrotron data collection did not yield reasonable EDX data due to shading effects as indicated by a seemingly much too low N/O content. Figure S3 : FTIR spectrum (ATR technique) of a sample containing 88% La21P40O46N57 and 12% LiPN2 according to PXRD (Fig. S2 ). The signals in the region < 1500 cm -1 are characteristic oxonitridophosphate framework vibrations (cf. manuscript), the very weak signal in the region of 3250 cm -1 corresponds to O-H or N-H vibrations, most probably due to a very small extend of surface hydrolysis. 0.0236(9) 0.0244(11) 0.0296(10) -0.0060(8) 0.0059 (7) -0.0078(7) P3 0.0180(8) 0.0238(10) 0.0180(8) 0.0033 (7) -0.0005(6) -0.0017(6) P4 0.0228(9) 0.0202(10) 0.0224(9) -0.0020(7) 0.0028(6) 0.0017(6) P5 0.0171(8) 0.0292(11) 0.0206(9) 0.0047 (7) -0.0022(6) -0.0017(7) P6 0.0238(18) 0.0203(18) 0.0164(15) -0.0064(16) 0.0000(12) 0.0038(12) P7 0.0328(12) 0.0266(12) 0.0331(12) 0.0019(9) 0.0024(8) -0.0025(8) P8
0.0231(9) 0.0259(11) 0.0234(9) 0.0019(8) 0.0025 (7) -0.0014(7) P9 0.0249(9) 0.0167(9) 0.0271(10) 0.0013 (7) 0.0060 (7) 0.0005 (7) Figure S5 : Split position describing the disorder of La11 and N52/P12/P17 with occupancies of all atom sites set to 50%, resulting in two possible configurations, which are displayed from two different orientations. ; the occupancies of all four split atom sites were set to 50%. The four different combinations are displayed in two different orientations for the sake of clarity. The resulting bond lengths of the green tetrahedra are listed in Table S4 under the corresponding number shown in this figure.
Figure S7:
Reciprocal lattice sections for the crystal with data measured at the ESRF (ID11, λ = 0.29470 Å); selected reflections are indexed; the diffraction rings originate from the polycrystalline copper grid.
Figure S8:
Reciprocal lattice sections 0kl and h1l for the crystal with data measured at the ESRF (ID11, λ = 0.29470 Å). The black lines depict the reciprocal lattice corresponding to the 3D monoclinic structure of La21P40O46N57, the green and red lines show a reciprocal lattice corresponding to a hypothetical basic unit cell (average structure) for indexing aiming at a structure description using a (3+1)D superspace approach. It can be seen that the clusters of reflections would not correspond to a strong main reflection accompanied with weaker satellites. Also not that ca. 50% of the reflections have intensities > 3  even though they can hardly be seen (cf. main text). The diffraction rings originate from the polycrystalline copper grid. S4 : Bond lengths (in Å) for possible tetrahedra combinations 1 -4 shown in Fig. S6 . Note that some slightly unusual bond lengths are due to the fact that shifts of light atoms as a consequence of disordered (i.e. present or absent) P atoms were neglected.
Figure S14: Packing of the tetrahedral chains and a view of the chains from different directions for combination 1 ( Figure S12 ). 
